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foresta

Houtspel

WINNER OF THE 1st EDITION OF THE PERONDA 
FASHION LAB COMPETITION 

Jonay Nicolás Cogollos van der Linden (Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife, 1978) combines all three facets of his 
work as a painter, engraver and product designer in 
order to lend expression to his creations. His work 
in that field is based on the search to generate 
interaction between graphic and artistic processes, 
and to produce items of furniture and signature 
pieces.    

EXPERIMENTATION.
Much of JONAY’s work stems from his experiments with materials, 
reagents and the capacity for combining textures. This is reflected in 
his work in the fields of product design and art. 

TRAZAS Exhibition. 2014.

‘Chaparrita’.2015. Coffee table.

MARQUETRY.

Craftsmanship with a 21st century touch. Skilled artistic 
and artisanal work with wood as the central element 
whereby pieces of wood are inserted or overlaid in a 
structure to form patterns or designs. The various effects, 
shapes and combinations come together in unique and 
exclusive pieces that are the perfect decorative solution.

The Dutch word ‘houtspel’ means ‘playing with wood’.    

The outstanding uniqueness of each of these handcrafted pieces 
makes them ideal for combining in radically different styles and 
contexts, whilst retaining their full sense of authenticity in a trend that 
brings personality and character to the fore.  

Cracked tables. 2015.

MARQUETRY 
CRAFTSMANSHIP PLAY 

EXCLUSIVITY 

Spirits Box. 2015.

Trabajo realizado en exclusiva para PERONDA por Jonay Cogollos.
Work done exclusively for PERONDA by Jonay Cogollos.
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foresta

Houtspel

Houtspel/15/R

Foresta Houtspel is the latest proposal 
in design developed by the Peronda 
Cerámicas brand in collaboration with 
JONAY, artist and winner of the first 
edition of the PERONDA FASHION LAB 
competition.

It consists of wood-effect porcelain 
tiles that make clever use of the 
features of wood and its potential for 
expression, focusing particularly on the 
use of its various graphic features: its 
underlying history and used effects, 
its textures and grain direction, as well 
as the shade and colour combinations, 
without of course forgetting its layout.  

With FORESTA HOUTSPEL, Jonay aims 
to bring the intensely personal nature 
of his work to ceramic products that not 
only reflect the intrinsic features of his 
work and individual evolution, but also 
transmit the essence of free, open and 
honest work.   

The FORESTA HOUTSPEL collection 
forms part of the exclusive selection 
of ‘FORESTA’ wood-effect tiles by 
Peronda Cerámicas. The setting for 
the collection’s public launch was the 
international Coverings trade fair held 
in Chicago (USA). It is available in two 
formats - 15 x 90 cm and 19.5 x 121.5 cm 
– all with a rectified finish.
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foresta

Houtspel

Houtspel/15/R

porcelain
0,5-2 mm V3

19485  HOUTSPEL/19,5/R  B-53  (19,5x121,5)  9 patterns

19484  HOUTSPEL/15/R  B-29  (15x90) 15 patterns

PACKING

Sizes Boxes Normal Pallet Cont./20’ 21500 Kg. Cont./20’ 24000 Kg.

Cm. Inch. Units SQ. M Kg Boxes SQ. M Kg SQ. M SQ. M

19,5 x 121,5 7,7 x 47,8 3 0,71 20 50 35,5 1010 756 844

15 x 90 5,9 x 35,4 7 0,95 25 48 45,6 1217 805 899
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foresta

grove
NATURAL

LUMINOUS
WARM

ORIGINAL

“Let’s 
just be 

who we
really are” 

Slow Food. The new trend in eating based 
on the exclusive use of seasonal, locally-
produced ingredients with the focus on 
quality. A sharp contrast to fast food. In other 
words, a return to nature in a shift towards 
authenticity and originality, whilst taking 
advantage of the resources available.   

LUMINOSITY. An aesthetic trend that in recent 
years has found its place in the fields of film and 
photography. Films that are shaded in contrasting 
natural light. The idea of ‘dark’ is definitely out of 
fashion.  

 Small decorative handcrafted touches. Hand-
blown glass and recycled wood. A rustic spirit 
that is right on trend.  

Nature and architecture merge 
into one, sharing a single 
space. Abandoned homes 
where vegetation has taken 
over. Houses lost among the 
undergrowth.  

 
GETTING BACK TO THE ROOTS. A social trend marked 
by a return to the use of original products. The recovery 
of traditional production processes as synonymous with 
quality. Local, eco-friendly products that bring us closer 
to nature.  

Aspen Art Museum, Aspen, CO, by Shigeru Ban Architects

Refuge on Fundy. MacKay-Lyons 
Sweetapple Architects.

 Wood creates an immediate sense of wellbeing. In our frenzied 
world, experiencing the authenticity of nature has become a rare and 
precious treat, but wood manages to create an aesthetic sense of 
wellness that adds emotions and sensations to the home.  
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Grove-H/20
Grove-H/15,3
P. Grove-H/15,3

foresta

grove

A new wood-effect porcelain tile 
collection featuring a delicate design 
inspired by classic oak wood with a 
subtle shade variation that adds an 
overall effect of light and movement. 
One of the most eye-catching features 
is the unique ‘Ceruse Blanc’ with whitish 
tones that form clever plays on light 
and add depth on the tiles. Available 
in four colours (white, honey, walnut 
and grey), it comes in three different 
formats, making it the ideal choice for 
all types of spaces.  
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foresta

grove

grove-b/15,3
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foresta

grove

Grove-t/180
Grove-t/20
grove-h/20
decor grove-t/20
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Houtspel/15/R

19322  GROVE-G/20  B-36  (20x122,5)  30 gráficas/patterns

19650  GROVE-G/23x180  B-40  (23x180) 12 patterns

19626  GROVE-G/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91)  30 gráficas/patterns

foresta

grove

PACKING

Sizes Boxes Normal Pallet Cont./20’ 21500 Kg. Cont./20’ 24000 Kg.

Cm. Inch. Units SQ. M Kg Boxes SQ. M Kg SQ. M SQ. M

20 x 122,5 8,08 x 48,2 3 0,74 19 50 37 989 804 898

15,3 x 91 6,02 x 35,8 7 0,97 23 48 46,56 1119 895 999

special Pallet

23 x 180 9,05 x 70,8 3 1,24 34 36 44,64 1238 775 865

19323  GROVE-H/20  B-36  (20x122,5) 30 patterns

19651  GROVE-H/23x180  B-40  (23x180)  12 patterns

19624  GROVE-H/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91)  30 patterns

19325  GROVE-T/20  B-36  (20x122,5) 30 patterns

19652  GROVE-T/23x180  B-40  (23x180) 30 patterns

19625  GROVE-T/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91)  30 patterns

19646  GROVE-B/20  B-36  (20x122,5) 30 patterns

19649  GROVE-B/23x180  B-40  (23x180) 12 patterns

19623  GROVE-B/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91)  30 patterns

COMPLEMENTARY PIECE

SKIRTING TECHNICAL STAIR - THREAD ROUNDED STAIR - THREAD S.K.I. S.K.D. Z.R.I. Z.R.D.

7,5x45 P-29

 

20x122,5  P-75
15,3x91  P-70

20x122,5  P-61
15,3x91  P-68

7,5x30  P-51

porcelain
0,5-2 mm V4

T. GROVE-H/20  P-23  
(20x20)
15 patterns

T. GROVE-H/20  P-23  
(20x20)
15 patterns

T. GROVE-H/20  P-23  
(20x20)
15 patterns

T. GROVE-G/20  P-23  
(20x20)
15 patterns

DEC GROVE-H/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91)  9 patterns

DEC GROVE-H/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91)  9 patternsDEC GROVE-H/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91)  9 patterns

DEC GROVE-G/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91)  9 patterns
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foresta

grove

grove-b/20
14 of 30 patterns

grove-T/20
14 of 30 patterns
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Authenticity 
Upcycling 
Personal 

New Rustic

LIVE
INSPIRED

foresta

BENTON

AUTHENTICITY.
Alto Maestrazgo is a region situated in 
the Spanish region of Castellón, not far 
from the Peronda Group’s central offices, 
famous for its breathtaking landscapes 
and outstanding environmental value.  It 
is dotted with masías, traditional country 
houses associated with arable and 
livestock farming. One of these masías 
in particular attracted our attention due 
to its eye-catching portico. The wooden 
door which was last painted many years 
ago and has now become worn and faded 
by the weather, time and history, lies at 
the centre of this collection. The designs 
featured in FORESTA BENTON are inspired 
by the patterns of the wooden slats which 
were scanned and processed using digital 
technologies.  

A landscape in the Alto Maestrazgo 
region. Spain.

Wood from an original door in 
an abandoned masía. 

NEW RUSTIC
New Rustic or Country Chic is one of 
the latest trends in interior design, 
bringing together country-style or 
rustic decorative ideas and chic and 
sophisticated elements. With a 
clearly English style, highlights 
include the use of wood and a range 
of grey and brown.

NET architects’ studio-workshop in Buenos Aires 

Wall plant pots made from 
empty tins.

UPCYCLING. A NEW LEASE OF LIFE FOR OBJECTS.
Upcycling is a trend that essentially gives used objects 
a new lease of life or creates new ones from things we 
discard just because they are old. As a result, reusing 
disused objects has become a sustainable, eco-friendly 
trend in décor that can be seen in even the most avant-
garde spaces.  

Bag by the brand 
ONESIXONE Decorated 
by the artist Vicky Uslé.

Interior design project by ASH. Space decorated with 
works by Lauren Seiden and Luke Kirwan.

PERSONALITY.
Small details that make all the difference. Spaces and objects that stand out 
without looking gaudy. Details that make their mark and impose character and 
personality on their owner or inhabitants.  
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BENTON-G/20

foresta

BENTON

Alto Maestrazgo is a region situated in 
the Spanish region of Castellón, not far 
from the Peronda Group’s central offices, 
famous for its breathtaking landscapes 
and outstanding environmental value.  
It is dotted with masías, traditional 
country houses associated with 
arable and livestock farming. One of 
these masías in particular attracted 
our attention due to its eye-catching 
portico. The wooden door which was 
last painted many years ago and has 
now become worn and faded by the 
weather, time and history, lies at the 
centre of this collection. 

The designs featured in FORESTA 
BENTON are inspired by the patterns 
of the wooden slats which after being 
digitally scanned and processed 
feature more than 28 different designs, 
each characterized by a sense of 
authenticity. Available in two colours: 
black (23x180 cm, 20 x 122.5 cm and 91 
x 15.3 cm) and grey (20 x 122.5 cm and 
91 x 15.3 cm). 
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BENTON-n/20
clay-w/90/r
mud-s/90/r

foresta

BENTON
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BENTON-n/20
d. timeless
frozen-w/59/r
frozen-g/59/r
logic-n/59/R

foresta

BENTON
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BENTON-N/20

foresta

BENTON

19314  BENTON-G/20  B-36  (20x122,5) 21 patterns

19375  BENTON-G/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) 21 patterns

19315  BENTON-N/20  B-36  (20x122,5) 24 patterns

19376  BENTON-N/15,3  B-27  (91x15,3) 24 patterns

porcelain
0,5-2 mm V3

PACKING

Sizes Boxes Normal Pallet Cont./20’ 21500 Kg. Cont./20’ 24000 Kg.

Cm. Inch. Units SQ. M Kg Boxes SQ. M Kg SQ. M SQ. M

20 x 122,5 8,08 x 48,2 3 0,74 19 60 44,4 1182 808 902

15,3 x 91 6,02 x 35,8 7 0,97 23 48 46,56 1119 895 999

special Pallet

23 x 180 9,05 x 70,8 3 1,24 34 36 44,64 1238 775 865

COMPLEMENTARY PIECE

Skirting Technical stair - thread Rounded stair - thread S.K.I. S.K.D. Z.R.I. Z.R.D.

 

7,5x45 P-29
20x122,5  P-75
15,3x91  P-70

20x122,5  P-61
15,3x91  P-68

7,5x30  P-51

19317  BENTON-N/23  B-40  (23x180) 12 patterns
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Benton-G/15,3
20 of 21 patterns

Benton-N/15,3
20 of 21 patterns
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NEUTRAL 

NATURAL 

WARM 

RICH IN DETAIL

foresta

MUMBLE

COMFORT ZONE

NATURAL.
Untreated wood, free from all forms of 
artifice. Real colours that add a sense of 
weightless to spaces.  Nature reflected 
in the latest trends in interior design, 
ranging from plant motifs to fine untreated 
materials such as raffia or raw cotton.

Oak wood and oak leaves.

NEUTRAL
The range of neutral tones makes for 
countless combinations that mix and 
match or combine with other bolder 
or contrasting colours.  

The neutral designs allow for a fabulous 
mix of far more intense finishes, tones, 
colours and shapes.   

Maison & Objet 2016. Castelli.

WARMTH.   HANDCRAFTED CERAMIC 
TILES.   Decorative pieces that match 
the field tile tones, adding a sense of 
warmth that contrasts with the linearity 
of the wood effect tiles.       

Fine materials used for decorative purposes add 
a natural effect and a sense of calm tranquility.  
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Mumble-g/15,3
fs artisan-b
fs artisan decor-a

foresta

MUMBLE

Natural-looking rustic wood characterized 
by a wealth of detail and slightly faded 
tones, the result of the variations in 
patterns and designs. Inspired by 
real oak wood, bringing out the full 
beauty of the knots and graining that 
characterize aged wood.
   
The BARCELÓS decoration features 
insets inspired by handcrafted artistic 
ceramics, recalling their multiple 
decorative options: brushstrokes, 
stenciling, etc., as well as the range 
of motifs that are traditionally used in 
handcrafted ceramics. 
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foresta

MUMBLE

Mumble-H/15,3

Mumble-g/15,3
atmosfphere-b
stelar-b
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foresta

MUMBLE

mumble-c/20
clay-h
d. clay-h
cast-h
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foresta

MUMBLE

Mumble-B/15,3
frozen-w/90/r-w
loska grey/r

Mumble-b/15,3
craft-b
Mine-b
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foresta

MUMBLE

mumble-c/20
williamsburg-m
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foresta

MUMBLE

mumble-G/20
williamsburg-s
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foresta

MUMBLE

mumble-H/20
dotty-o
dotty-g
dotty-b
betty-o
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foresta

MUMBLE

mumble-c/20
vibrato-h
spiccato-h
c. frequency
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foresta

MUMBLE

Mumble-H/15,3

Mumble-B/15,3
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foresta

MUMBLE

Mumble-g/15,3
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foresta

MUMBLE

Mumble-G/23
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foresta

MUMBLE

18545  MUMBLE-G/20  B-36  (20x122,5) (4-1-EH)**** 30 patterns

18464  MUMBLE-G/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) (4-1-EH)**** 33 patterns

18469  MUMBLE-G/A/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91) (5-3-EH)****   R-11 

17850  MUMBLE-C/20  B-36   (20x122,5) (4-1-EH)**** 30 patterns

17844  MUMBLE-C/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) (4-1-EH)**** 33 patterns

18547  MUMBLE-C/A/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91) (5-3-EH)****   R-11 

17848  MUMBLE-H/20  B-36   (20x122,5) (4-1-EH)**** 30 patterns

17845  MUMBLE-H/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) (4-1-EH)**** 33 patterns

18548  MUMBLE-H/A/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91) (5-3-EH)****   R-11 

17849  MUMBLE-T/20  B-36  (20x122,5) (4-1-EH) **** 30 patterns

17846  MUMBLE-T/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) (4-1-EH)**** 33 patterns

17873  MUMBLE-T/A/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91) (5-3-EH)****   R-11 

17847  MUMBLE-B/20  B-36   (20x122,5) (4-1-EH) **** 30 patterns

17833  MUMBLE-B/15,3  B-27  (15,3x91) (4-1-EH)****  33 patterns

18549  MUMBLE-B/A/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91) (5-3-EH)****   R-11 

porcelain
0,5-2 mm V3

PACKING

Sizes Boxes Normal Pallet Cont./20’ 21500 Kg. Cont./20’ 24000 Kg.

Cm. Inch. Units SQ. M Kg Boxes SQ. M Kg SQ. M SQ. M

20 x 122,5 8,08 x 48,2 3 0,74 19 60 44,4 1182 808 902

15,3 x 91 6,02 x 35,8 7 0,97 23 48 46,56 1119 895 999

special Pallet

23 x 180 9,05 x 70,8 3 1,24 34 36 44,64 1238 775 865

COMPLEMENTARY PIECE

Skirting Technical stair - thread Rounded stair - thread S.K.I. S.K.D. Z.R.I. Z.R.D.

 

7,5x45 P-29
20x122,5  P-75
15,3x91  P-70

20x122,5  P-61
15,3x91  P-68

7,5x30  P-51
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porcelain
0,5-2 mm V3

19358  MUMBLE-G/23  B-40 (23x180) (4-1-EH)**** 24 patterns

19356  MUMBLE-B/23  B-40 (23x180) (4-1-EH)**** 24 patterns

19360  MUMBLE-T/23  B-40 (23x180) (4-1-EH)**** 24 patterns

19357  MUMBLE-C/23  B-40 (23x180) (4-1-EH)**** 24 patterns

19359  MUMBLE-H/23  B-40 (23x180) (4-1-EH)****  24 patterns

foresta

MUMBLE

COMPLEMENTARY PIECE

Skirting Technical stair - thread Rounded stair - thread S.K.I. S.K.D. Z.R.I. Z.R.D.

 

7,5x45 P-29
20x122,5  P-75
15,3x91  P-70

20x122,5  P-61
15,3x91  P-68

7,5x30  P-51

17853  T. BARCELOS/20  
P-23  (20x20)
30 patterns

17852  BARCELOS/15,3  B-29  (15,3x91)  (4-1-EH)****  9 patterns

PACKING

Sizes Boxes Normal Pallet Cont./20’ 21500 Kg. Cont./20’ 24000 Kg.

Cm. Inch. Units SQ. M Kg Boxes SQ. M Kg SQ. M SQ. M

20 x 122,5 8,08 x 48,2 3 0,74 19 60 44,4 1182 808 902

15,3 x 91 6,02 x 35,8 7 0,97 23 48 46,56 1119 895 999

special Pallet

23 x 180 9,05 x 70,8 3 1,24 34 36 44,64 1238 775 865




